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Anthropometry and body composition in ethnic
Japanese and Caucasian adolescent girls:
considerations on ethnicity and menarche
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OBJECTIVE: This study aimed to compare the various anthropometric and body composition parameters based on the ethnicity
and the absence or presence of menarche.
DESIGN: A cross-sectional study with incomplete sampling, using the subject as the evaluation unit.
SUBJECTS: The final sample of 550 subjects was composed of 122 Japanese and 179 Caucasian premenarcheal adolescents, and
72 Japanese and 177 Caucasian postmenarcheal adolescents.
METHODS: The variables of body composition were measured through the following methods: bioelectrical impedance
analysis, near-infrared interactance (NIR), Slaughter cutaneous skinfold equations and body mass index. Weight, height and
sitting height were also evaluated.
RESULTS: The Japanese pre- and postmenarcheal girls presented lower weight and height values when compared with the
Caucasian girls. In general, the Japanese premenarcheal girls presented less fat and fat-free mass than the premenarcheal
Caucasian girls. This fact was demonstrated through NIR results. Conversely, the Japanese postmenarcheal adolescents
accumulated more fat than their Caucasian counterparts. However, significant differences were solely encountered in the values
of cutaneous skinfold percent body fat. With regard to menarche, it was verified that, regardless of ethnicity, all the
anthropometric and body composition variables reached higher values among postmenarcheal adolescents when compared
with premenarcheal adolescents.
CONCLUSION: Different results of weight and height between the ethnic groups may bring back the discussion concerning
separate growth curves for different ethnic groups. The results of the body composition analysis indicated high adiposity levels
among postmenarcheal adolescents.
International Journal of Obesity (2003) 27, 1114–1120. doi:10.1038/sj.ijo.0802374
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Introduction
The effect of environmental conditions on development,

including growth, maturation and the fulfillment of genetic

potential, can be identified through the study of the

variations found among different ethnic groups in the same

population, or in the comparison of ethnic groups from

distinct countries.

In 1975, the participants of a workshop on the physical

growth of several ethnic groups, encountered in the United

States of America, concluded that ‘although anthropometric

differences have been demonstrated among several ethnic

groups living under similar environmental conditions in

various parts of the world, the use of a single standard for

height and weight is unlikely to cause serious errors’.1

Mainly with respect to operational aspects, by and large,

the adoption of a single growth standard is coherent;

however, a few studies have indicated quite different

genetic potentials under the same socioeconomic condition.

Concerning the Asian groups, seldom have anthropometric

studies been conducted,2–4 and from the existing ones, a

large number involve samples of subjects from 20 to 30 y
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ago.5–7One of the rare studies on the growth of a Japanese

group in Brazil8 corroborates findings of other studies

conducted with children whose Asian parents or grand-

parents had migrated to various parts of the world.5,7 These

studies have demonstrated that well-fed children of Asian

origin and high socioeconomic status present lower height-

for-age values than those of American and European

reference standards.

Population studies of body composition may be useful,

although the impossibility of adopting precise and sophis-

ticated methods, such as the laboratorial ones, may represent

a disadvantage. Body mass index (BMI), an alternative to

these methods, is frequently used to evaluate the subject’s

nutritional status with a special focus on obesity. Several

studies have revealed a poor relation between the BMI and

the percent body fat, despite its wide utilization.9–11

Additionally, there has been strong evidence that ethnicity

may interfere with the relation between the BMI and the

percent body fat.2,12–15

Bipedal bioimpedance (BIA)16 and near-infrared interac-

tance (NIR)17 methods have been adopted as an alternative

to the BMI, and cutaneous skinfolds in body composition

studies of large samples.

Consideration of the variable ethnicity within diverse

studies may provide aid in the planning of health measures,

sometimes also revealing important data on health etiology,

diagnosis and treatment.18

For the generation of proposals and working plans,

which enable the adequate adoption of measures in clinical

and public health fields, the ethnic issues related

to anthropometry and body composition need to be

cleared up. In view of this, the present study had as its

main goal the comparison of anthropometric and

body composition variables between adolescents of two

distinct ethnic groups: Japanese and Caucasian. Besides, the

study also verified the influence of menarche on these

variables.

Methods and sample
Sampling and design of the study

A cross-sectional methodological design with incomplete

sampling was used with the subject as the evaluation

unit. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee

of the Universidade Federal de São Paulo/Escola

Paulista de Medicina and consent to the participation of

the adolescents was given by the directors of the included

schools.

The anthropometric and body composition measures were

collected from 10- and 11-y-old premenarcheal adolescents,

and 16- and 17-y-old postmenarcheal adolescents, regardless

of ethnicity, who attended 15 private schools in the city of

São Paulo, Brazil. The measurement of all the girls in every

class was made impossible due to time constraints on

occasions such as in the period preceding school holidays.

All the Japanese adolescents were measured, together with

an equivalent number of girls of other ethnicities. They were

chosen by allocating a number to each one of them, and

then drawing the numbers from a bag. An additional

number of three or four Caucasian girls were also selected

and measured to act as eventual substitutes.

The following selection criteria were adopted for the

inclusion of adolescents in the study: (1) those of Japanese

origin had to have three or four grandparents born in Japan;

(2) those of Caucasoid origin had to be descended from

Caucasians with no ancestors of Negroid, Asian or other

ethnic origin; (3) they had to be free from health problems

such as cardiac diseases, critical renal diseases, diabetes,

severe infections, fractures, etc; (4) they could not habitually

ingest alcoholic drinks; (5) they had to be childless.

According to these criteria, 122 Japanese and 179 Caucasian,

10- to 11-y-old premenarcheal girls, and 72 Japanese and 177

Caucasian, 16- to 17-y-old postmenarcheal girls were

selected. The data collected from adolescents of other

ethnicities (Negro, mixed race, Caucasian Asian, etc) will

be used in other studies, as the samples of these groups were

insufficient for inclusion in this study.

Anthropometry and body composition

Measurements, which were taken during a gym class,

took 15–20 min per subject. The height was measured

to the nearest millimeter with a tape measure, affixed to

the wall. A Tanita bioelectrical impedance analyzer

(model TBF 521, Tanita Corporation of America, Inc.,

Arlington Heights, IL, USA), was used to measure simulta-

neously the weight and percentage of body fat. Estimation

of body composition using electrical impedance equipment

is based on the principle that the conduction of low-

frequency electric current in fat-free mass is higher than

the conduction in fat. The foot-to-foot system was employed

in the present study, as it offers operational advantages over

the conventional BIA method when used with large

samples.16

Since it was not possible to weigh the adolescents only in

underwear, they were weighed in their school uniform,

which consisted of a T-shirt and gym-suit. The girls stood

upright and barefooted on the electrodes of the analyzer,

after cleaning their feet with a piece of cotton wool, soaked

in alcohol; the electrodes were also cleaned before each

measurement. The following criteria were adopted for body

fat measurement using the Tanita equipment: (1) before the

adolescents started to perform any physical activity in the

gym class, weight and percent body fat were determined; (2)

during the period from 1 week before menstruation to the

end of menstruation, no measurements were taken from the

postmenarcheal adolescents; (3) none of the adolescents

were using diuretic drugs in the 12-h period preceding the

measurement.

For the BMI, the cutoff point for thinness was set at the 5th

percentile of the BMI distribution of the National Center for
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Health Statistics (NCHS) reference population,19 and the

cutoff point for overweight and obesity was set at the 85th

percentile. The risk cutoff point for low height was set at the

10th percentile of height/age index distribution of the NCHS

reference population.

The relative sitting height (Rel-SH) was computed as

sitting height/height �100.

The fat-free mass index (FFMI) and the body fat mass

index (BFMI) were calculated from the kilograms of

fat-free mass (FFM) and kilograms of fat mass (BFM),

respectively. Each variable was divided by the square of the

height.20

The NIR method was performed using the FUTREX-5000 A

(Futrex, Inc., Gaithersburgs, MD, USA). This apparatus

consists of a monochromatic wave emitter and a fiber optic

probe, which conducts radiation from the emitter to a body-

selected site (biceps) and picks up the interactive radiation.17

Since different types of tissue absorb light at different

wavelengths, the infrared light interactance works as a body

composition analysis method. Thus, pure fat absorbs light at

930 nm, while water absorbs at 970 nm. Based on the below

area curve that is made up of spectrophotometric para-

meters, percent body fat plus FFM are obtained through

equations. Since it presents characteristics such as quickness,

noninvasive, security and relatively low cost, the method has

become widespread.

The analyzer measured the percent body fat (%FNIR) and

the number of kilograms of fat, and FFM. Two measurements

were taken from the biceps midline; if the measurements

disagreed with each other by more than 3%, they were

repeated until agreement was reached.

For the analysis of the relation between body fat and

cutaneous skinfolds (%FSKI), the Slaughter equations21 were

chosen. The tricipital and subscapular cutaneous skinfolds

used in the equations were measured conventionally on the

right side of the adolescents using Lange skinfold calipers

with a constant pressure of 10 g/mm.22 Each measure was

determined three times and the final result was the mean of

the three obtained values. If one of the values disagreed with

the others on more than 5% in the same site, a new series of

three measures was performed.

All measurements were taken by the same person.

Statistical analysis

For the analysis of the comparison based on ethnic group

according to the frequency of results, equal to or below the

10th percentile of the height/age index distribution of the

NCHS reference, the w2 test for the 2�2 table was adopted.

The pre- and postmenarcheal groups were compared with

regard to ethnicity and, then, the ethnic groups were

investigated based on menarche status. For both analyses,

the Student’s t-test was used for independent samples in

variables with a normal distribution, namely weight, height

and sitting height. For all the anthropometric and body

composition variables, except weight, height and sitting

height, the Mann–Whitney test for independent skewed

distribution variables23 was adopted. The level of statistical

significance was set at 5% (Pr0.05) for all the tests.

Results
The frequency of Japanese and Caucasian pre- and post-

menarcheal adolescents, below the 10th percentile of the

height/age (H/A) index distribution of the NCHS reference

population, is presented in Table 1. No statistically signifi-

cant difference between Japanese and Caucasian adolescents

could be verified concerning the prevalence of low height

among the premenarcheal girls. However, the mean values

for height were significantly lower in the Japanese group

(Table 2).

The frequency of individuals below the 10th percentile

was significantly higher within the Japanese group when

compared with the Caucasian group (22.2%�6.2%, respec-

tively; w2¼13.57*, P¼0.000) among the postmenarcheal

adolescents.

Table 2 reveals that Japanese pre- and postmenarcheal

adolescents presented values of weight and height signifi-

cantly lower than their Caucasian counterparts. With regard

to the variable Rel-SH, the Japanese pre- and postmenarcheal

groups demonstrated higher values than the Caucasian

groups. Among the Japanese and Caucasian adolescents,

regardless of ethnicity, the BMI did not present statistical

discrepancies (Table 2).

Within both the ethnic groups studied (Table 2), the

results attained based on menarche status evidenced that the

anthropometric variables were statistically higher among the

postmenarcheal adolescents.

The values of sitting height and Rel-SH were higher among

Japanese and Caucasian postmenarcheal adolescents in

relation to the premenarcheal adolescents of both ethnic

groups.

The body composition variables (Table 3) indicated that

the Japanese premenarcheal adolescents presented values of

percent body fat (%FNIR), amount of fat (BFM) and FFM in

kilograms, all obtained through the NIR, significantly lower

Table 1 Pre- and postmenarcheal adolescents based on ethnic group,

according to the frequency of results equal to or below the 10th percentile of

the height/age index distribution of the NCHS reference curve

Percentile r10

Height/age (H/A) Japanese (I) Caucasian (II) w2 test

Frequencies n (%) n (%) I� II

Premenarcheal adolescents 8 (6.6) 15 (8.4) 0.34

(A) P¼0.550

Postmenarcheal adolescents 16 (22.2) 11(6.2) 13.57*

(B) P¼0.000 I4II

Results of the w2 test (crit w2¼3.84). *Significant value
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than those of Caucasian adolescents. The Japanese girls

presented a bias toward a lower BFMI in comparison with the

Caucasian group, although no significant difference could be

encountered regarding the FFMI.

Concerning the postmenarcheal adolescents, the mean of

percent body fat, with the exception of the percentage of fat

through the BIA (%FBIA), was higher in the Japanese group

than in the Caucasian one (Table 3). Nevertheless, only the

percent body fat through the SKI (%FSKI) was statistically

different between the groups. The FFM mass was signifi-

cantly lower among the Japanese girls. The FFMI was also

statistically lower; however, the BFMI did not reveal

statistically significant differences between the two ethnic

groups.

The analysis based on menarche status demonstrated that

all the body-composition-related variables were statistically

higher in the postmenarcheal girls for both the groups

assessed (Table 3).

Discussion
Different results of weight and height between the Japanese

and Caucasian adolescents may bring back the discussion

concerning separate growth curves for different ethnic

groups. The presence of distinct genetic potentials for the

various ethnic groups comprised in a population submitted

to the same socioeconomic conditions is undeniable, despite

the existing criticism with regard to the development of

separate growth curves.

The height means encountered for the Japanese pre- and

postmenarcheal girls of the present study were lower than

the height medians presented by the high-income sample of

Table 2 Comparisons based on menarche status and ethnicity of Japanese and Caucasian adolescents, anthropometry results

Premenarcheal adolescents Postmenarcheal adolescents

Japanese (N¼122) Caucasian (N¼179) Japanese (N¼72) Caucasian (N¼ 177)

Anthropometria �XX7s.d. Median �XX7s.d. Median �XX7s.d. Median �XX7s.d. Median

Weight 37.877.6a,b 36.4 41.3710.3c 39.5 53.777.8c 52.9 57.978.5 57.1

Height 143.475.7a,b 142.5 147.077.5c 146.2 158.174.5c 158.2 162.976.0 162.7

Sitting height 75.673.2b 75.3 76.074.0c 75.6 85.072.7 84.5 85.673.0 85.5

Rel-SH 52.771.1a,b 52.7 51.771.2c 51.7 53.771.1c 53.6 52.571.2 52.5

BMI 18.373.1b 17.6 18.973.4c 18.0 21.472.8 20.8 21.872.9 21.5

Mean ( �XX), standard deviation (s.d.) and median values. Results of Student’s t-test (critical t¼ 1.97) for weight, height and sitting height and of the Mann–Whitney

test (critical z¼ 1.96) for Rel-SH and BMI. Significant P-values at the 0.05 level. Rel-SH: relative sitting height; BMI: body mass index.
aSignificantly different from Caucasian premenarcheal adolescents.
bSignificantly different from Japanese postmenarcheal adolescents.
cSignificantly different from Caucasian postmenarcheal adolescents.

Table 3 Comparisons based on menarche status and ethnicity of Japanese and Caucasian adolescents, body composition results

Premenarcheal adolescents Postmenarcheal adolescents

Japanese (N¼122) Caucasian (N¼179) Japanese (N¼ 72) Caucasian (N¼177)

Anthropometry �XX7s.d. Median �XX7s.d. Median �XX7s.d. Median �XX7s.d. Median

%FNIR 19.974.7a,b 18.3 21.475.3c 20.2 30.175.0c 30.6 29.174.6 28.6

Body fat mass (BFM) 7.973.4a,b 7.0 9.374.5c 8.0 16.474.8 16.2 17.175.1 16.3

Fat-free mass (FFM) 29.974.6a,b 29.5 32.076.0c 31.6 37.273.7c 37.4 40.774.3 40.7

Body fat mass index (BFMI) 3.871.6b 3.4 4.271.8c 3.7 6.671.9 6.3 6.471.9 6.1

Fat-free mass index (FFMI) 14.571.8b 14.5 14.771.8c 14.5 14.971.1c 14.8 15.371.2 15.3

%FBIA 26.476.1b 25.5 27.376.6c 26.0 31.875.0 31.0 32.276.4 32.0

%FSKI 24.978.5b 23.6 24.678.9c 23.5 32.476.3c 32.9 30.176.6 29.9

Mean ( �XX), standard deviation (s.d.) and median values. Results of Mann–Whitney test (critical z¼ 1.96). Significant P-values at the 0.05 level. %FNIR: percentage of

fat through the near-infrared interactance (NIR); %FBIA: percentage of fat through the BIA; %FSKI: percentage of fat through the skinfolds.
aSignificantly different from Caucasian premenarcheal adolescents.
bSignificantly different from Japanese postmenarcheal adolescents.
cSignificantly different from Caucasian postmenarcheal adolescents.
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the ‘Pesquisa Nacional sobre Saúde e Nutrição’ (National

Research on Health and Nutrition), conducted in Brazil in

1989.24 On the contrary, the height values of the Caucasian

girls were slightly higher than those of that sample. The

frequency of individuals below the 10th percentile of the

height/age (H/A) index distribution of the NCHS reference

population was significantly higher within the Japanese

group when compared with the Caucasian group. The

statistically higher number of Japanese postmenarcheal

adolescents below the cutoff point considered as a risk for

low height raises the issue of whether these deficits were real,

or only denoted an inadequacy of the reference standard to

the ethnic group studied. Based upon the suitable socio-

economic background of these adolescents, it is a plausible

argument that this international growth curve may be

generating an overestimation of early malnutrition levels

within this group.

The study was not carried out with the intention

to represent the quantitative Japanese adolescent populat-

ion of Sao Paulo. The data in Table 1 only analyze the

level of individuals below the 10th percentile of the NCHS

index distribution for a better view of the difference in

growth.

In the Caucasian group, it is likely that the greater

standard deviation in stature and weight results (Table 2)

can be associated to a greater maturation status variation;

this was subsequently discussed in detail. Moreover, the

heterogeneity of the Brazilian population did not permit a

better characterization of the Caucasian group, verifying that

there are differences in distinct Caucasian groups. For

example, the Latin people, such as those of Portugal or

Spain, are very different from the German or English people.

There are also diverse racial combinations in Brazil, which

probably affect the variable anthropometrics, making the

Caucasian group more vulnerable to the variations. Never-

theless, the t-test used considers the difference in the

variances between the groups, reducing the effect of this

bias.

With reference to the Rel-SH, the figures of this study are

in agreement with other investigations.7,25–27 Some studies

have demonstrated that individuals of the Asian groups

present an increased Rel-SH when compared with their

Caucasian counterparts.7,14,15 Several studies have suggested

that differences in trunk/limb proportion may lead to a

variation in the relation between the BMI and percent body

fat.12,14,15 Suggestions have been made by a few authors that

environmental factors may have caused the proportional

discrepancies between European and Japanese groups,

perhaps in association with socioeconomic features.5,7

However, on comparing trunk/limb proportions of indivi-

duals from various ethnic groups, Martorell et al26 verified

that a low socioeconomic status was correlated negatively

with length measures (height, sitting height and length of

the legs), but was not connected with relative proportions

(Rel-SH). Considering that the groups of this study belonged

to similar socioeconomic strata, the differences found

regarding this variable could be due to distinct genetic

potentials.

Premenarcheal girls presented a lower Rel-SH in compar-

ison with the postmenarcheal adolescents. The cross-sec-

tional analysis conducted by Forbes (1992),28 of various

measures of girls whose menarcheal ages were known, also

revealed an increase in the relative sitting height (%).

BMI mean values of the Japanese and Caucasian pre- and

postmenarcheal groups, according to the present study, were

similar to the BMI mean values attained in the distribution

performed by Rosner et al.29 However, evidence is present

that the relation between the BMI and the percent body fat

may be different in these ethnic groups.

The %FBIA means of the present study were similar to the

values of percent body fat provided by dual-energy X-ray

absorptiometry (DEXA) for premenarcheal girls in the study

of Barros.11

Values of %FNIR were lower than the percent body fat

values encountered by the two other methods in preme-

narcheal girls. These results were in agreement with the

preliminary study performed with the partial sample of the

adolescents.30 Diverse methods of body composition assess-

ment (BMI, BIA, NIR, SKI) between these two ethnic groups

were compared by Sampei et al30 in this study, beyond

verifying differences between the pre- and postmenarcheal

groups. An adequate concordance of the NIR with the other

methods was revealed in the study; yet a bias toward the

underestimation of body fat levels was presented by the NIR,

mainly among premenarcheal girls on the other hand,

generating conclusions that had similarly been drawn in

other studies in the literature.31–35 Conversely, the BIA

values were higher than those of the other methods;

however, regarding nutritional status, the authors concluded

that the higher values encountered do not radically change

the adolescents’ picture.

It is necessary to emphasize that an evaluation method

analysis of body fat was conducted in a previous study, while

differences in anthropometric and body composition vari-

ables of the groups are focused on in the present study,

taking ethnicity and sexual maturation into consideration.

In this study we chose to maintain all percent fat measures,

which were in the first study for the following reasons: (1)

since none of the methods used is considered a gold

standard, a choice could not be made as to which method

would be the best in presenting the results; (2) in the analysis

of the results one method can complement the analysis of

the other by giving a more general view of the variables.

An eventual difference in the maturation status between

the groups would be one of the possible explanations,

mainly regarding the %FNIR and BFM, for the different

results between the ethnic premenarcheal groups assessed.

Since the project planning verified the impossibility of

adopting the boards of sexual maturation, as proposed by

Tanner, in all the schools, a deeper evaluation of the sexual

maturation status was not possible in the present study.

Thus, only menarche was taken into account, once it
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represents a marked event with characteristics that enable

the definition of distinct groups concerning sexual matura-

tion. Furthermore, some authors have indicated that the self-

observation techniques of pubertal development following

Tanner’s standardization may be liable to errors.36 Owing to

the existence of ethnic differences that compromise the

definition of the adolescents’ sexual maturation stage,37,38

other studies have recommended caution on the classifica-

tion of pubertal development.

Among premenarcheal adolescents, it is well known that

some girls belong to more advanced sexual maturation stages

than others and, hence, may present higher values for some

anthropometric and body composition variables. A certain

imprecision regarding the values of the studied variables in

the present study was due to the lack of information on the

sexual maturation stages. However, one can suggest that this

deficiency has not considerably compromised the interpre-

tation of the results.

The %FNIR and BFM results of the Japanese postmenarch-

eal adolescents were slightly higher than the values encoun-

tered by Priore39 in a study of body composition and eating

habits, in 16- to 18-y-old adolescents from public schools in

São Paulo. The Caucasian adolescents’ FFM values were

similar to the values found in that study; however, the results

of the Japanese group were lower, indicating that the

Japanese adolescents presented different characteristics from

the sample evaluated by Priore.39

Barros11 verified that the percent body fat mean provided

by DEXA in girls whose menarche had dated from more than

2 y corresponded to 30%. This value was similar to the

percent body fat values obtained through NIR, BIA and SKI

among the postmenarcheal adolescents in the present study.

Corroborating the results of the present study, several

investigations have demonstrated that, for an identical value

of BMI, the percent body fat in Asians was higher than in

Caucasian individuals.2,3,13–15

The variations in the body build and sitting height2,13–15

could be a reason for the differences in the relation between

the BMI and percent fat. Individuals with a smaller body

build would not only have less bone mass to the same body

height, but probably less muscle mass and connective tissue

as well. Thus, the height-normalized indices of fat and fat-

free mass (BFMI and FFMI) would be recommended, once

they avoid ambiguities frequently generated when these

components are reported as percentages of body weight and/

or absolute weight.20 These indices pointed to a lower

amount of FFM in the Japanese postmenarcheal group.

As various studies have demonstrated that the nutritional

indicators of postmenarcheal groups are higher than those of

adolescents who have not yet experienced menarche,40–44

the higher values for the anthropometric and body composi-

tion variable of the postmenarcheal adolescents were not

surprising. The maximum growth speed in height and body

mass takes place around 6 months to 1 y prior to menarche,

and is a well-known fact. The increase of weight after

menarche is a consequence of a general body growth, and

mainly due to an increase in fat deposits derived from a

greater action of estrogen and progesterone.

In the present study, the mean BMI values were found to

be within the range of eutrophy in postmenarcheal adoles-

cents of both ethnic groups. Nevertheless, the percent body

fat values determined by other methods of body composi-

tion assessment were quite high. This result was tackled in

the preliminary study, in which Sampei et al30 concluded

that among the premenarcheal girls, regardless of the ethnic

group, the BMI in the 85th percentile might be used in

substitution for other methods, yet taking into account that

sometimes the BMI might underestimate obesity. On the

other hand, among the Japanese and Caucasian postme-

narcheal adolescents, the BMI of the 85th percentile is

probably not a suitable index for the identification of

obesity, as a high percent body fat level was encountered

in adolescents with BMI ranges considered normal.

Owing to the heterogeneity of the population in Brazil, it

is worth pointing out that the inclusion of ethnicity as a

variable has become almost indispensable, in order to

minimize its confounding effect on the analysis, and

conclusion of various studies to be carried out on anthro-

pometry and body composition.
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